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HYDROGEN EMBRITTLEMENT-HYDRI DE FRACTURE t

S. Gahr~, B. 3. Makenas and H. K. Birnbaum

Department of Metallurgy and Mining Engineering
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
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ABSTRACT

Consideration is given to causes for the extreme brittleness

observed for most hydrides. Surface energies for cleavage of the

8 NbH0 82 f.c. orthorhombic hydride along the (100) and (110) are

obtained using fracture mechanics methods. The values are shown

to be about equal to those of b.c.c. niobium. The relative sur-

face energies of niobium and NbH are consistent with measurements

of phonon frequencies and elastic constants. None of the data

indicates any decrease of atomic bonding due to the incorporation

of hydrogen in the metal lattice.

Dislocation mobility is considered on the basis of T.E.M.

observations and the crystal structure. It is shown that half of

the {llO}(11l) slip systems cause hydrogen disordering and there—

fore experience a high lattice frictional stress. Domain boundaries

also are shown to be dislocation barriers. Hydride brittleness is

considered to result from the decrease in dislocation mobility and

in the blip systems available to cause plastic blunting at elastic

11 discontinuities.

t Work supported by the Office of Naval Research, contract
USN 00014—75—C—l012
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INTRODUCTION

In a number of recent articles [1—5] it has been shown that

hydrogen embrittlement of systems which form stable hydrides

occurs by a stress—induced hydride fracture mechanism. In this

mechanism, there is a flux of hydrogen solutes to the region of

triaxial tension stress at the crack tip as well as a reduction

of the hydride free energy relative to that of the solid solution

in this region. As the stress is increased, nucleation and growth

of the hydride occurs which is then followed by hydride cleavage.

Crack propagation occurs by repeated hydride growth and cleavage

at a rate which is controlled by the hydrogen flux to the crack

tip.~
6’71 This mechanism requires : a) a mobile hydrogen species,

b) a positive volume of formation of the hydride, and c) a brittle

hydride phase. In the metal-hydrogen systems these conditions

are generally met. Hydrides form by hydrogen ordering on a sub-

set of interstitial positions accompanied by an elastic distortion

1: of the metal lattice (and in some cases by correlated shears along

close—packed planes). 181 The structure of the f. c. orthorhombic

B (NbH )hydride and its relation to the b.c.c. a solid solution 19
~

is shown in Fig. 1. A molal volume increase of about 12% accom-

panies hydride precipitation and is accompanied by both elastic

and plastic accommodation processes.110’~~~ The ~ .hy~ride

is extremely brittle and fails by cleavage along {ioo} and (110]

t planes. 112] (All crystallographic indices are referred to the bcc

axes.) In the present note we will discuss the reasons for

_ _ _ _ _  
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this extreme hydride brittleness and its bearing on the general

understanding of hydrogen embrittlement.

RESULTS I~ND DISCUSSION

It has been shown both theoretica11y~~
3
~ and experimentally 1141

that the hydrides have a significantly different band structure

than the metal from which they are formed. The general result

is a lowering of the energies of s—like states by about 3 to 5 eV

due to the attractive potentials at the hydrogen sites. Since

the bonding states are markedly affected by hydride formation,

the hydride brittleness may reflect a marked decrease in atomic

bonding and therefore in surface energy. A reduction in atomic

bonding for the deuterides is not however indicated by “small

strain” measurements such as phonon dispersionhl
~
6h hhl or elastic

constant measurements. [18,19] Increased phonon frequencies and

atomic force constants are observed at high hydrogen concentra-

tions in both the cx ’ solid solutions and the B deuterides.

These effects are particularly striking in view of the large

volume expansions (about 10-20%) which result on deuteride forma-

tion and which would be expected to lead to decreases of the

phonon frequencies. They are consistent with the increases in

elastic constants on forming the hydrides. Neutron scattering

and elastic constant measurements probe only the potential energy

curve near the equilibrium position. In the present experiments,

we have attempted to measure the fracture surface energy directly.

_ _  _ _ _  
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Single crystals of the ~ hydride (H/Nb 0.82) were machined

to have a rectangular cross section with the [100) or (llOj cleavage
planes perpendicular to the long axis of the crystal. The speci—

L mens were pre—notched along the desired cleavage plane using an

electron spark discharge . ~tie depth of the notch was measured

with the S.E.M. and they were stressed in three-point bending at

77 K until the cracks propagated. The critical stress intensity,

Kic, was determined from the maximum load applied and the corre-

sponding surface energy , 
~e f f’  was calculated using :

K 2 ( l — v 2 )

~
‘eff — 

2E

where v and B are the Poisson Ratio and Young’s modulus, respec-

tively. The values used are those suitable for the hydride

crystals.

In all cases cracks propagated rapidly in a completely brittle

fashion after nucleation. No general yielding was noted in the

stress—strain data prior to fracture. The fracture surfaces were

quite planar, cleavage in nature and oriented along the selected

(100) or (11 0) plane (Fig. 2). Since plastic deformation may ac-

company the cracking, plastic work can be included in 
~eff~ 

A

study of strain at the fracture surfaces was carried out using

electron channel patterns which were formed using 200 key electrons.

Electron channel patterns have been shown1201 to be present only

when the surface strains are less than a few percent. The sharp

I
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patterns obtained (Fig. 2) indicated that very little plasticity

(probably < 1%) accompanied the cleavage fracture and that

~
‘eff is close to the true surface energy.

Fracture surface energies calculated for the ~ hydrides

are shown in Table I along with selected values of experimental

and theoretical b.c.c. surface energies. These have been more

completely reviewed by Tyson, Ayres and Stein1211 who also

discussed the anisotropy of the surface energies. The measured

values generally correspond to high temperatures and should be

corrected using the surface entropy of solids, 4 x l0~~ to

1.5 x 1O~~ J/m
2/K. For Nb this yields a y ~ 3.23 to 5.08 3/rn

2

at 77 K.

Measured values of the ~ hydride surface energies are about

equal to those determined for niobium and are of the order of

those obtained for most b.c.c. metals. They are consistent

with the previously discussed neutron scattering and elastic

constant measurements since they do not indicate a decrease of

cohesion energy in the hydride structure. Models of fracture

based on a decrease in atomic bonding due to the presence of

hydrogen clearly cannot account for the hydride brittleness.

Lack of crack—tip plasticity, as indicated by the electron

channel patterns, despite the high stresses at the crack tip

suggest a limited dislocation mobility and generation in

the hydride structure. Little is known of the properties of

H . 
_  _
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dislocations in hydrides. Based on the lattice geometry,

the Burgers vectors are expected to be of the type (111) and the

slip planes to be (110). T.E.M. studies of hydride precipita-

tion from the a solid solution have shown that the B phase

remains relatively dislocation free compared to the adjacent a

solid solution in which the plastic accommodation which accompanies

the precipitate formation occurs. Dislocations are observed in

thin hydride crystals and have been observed to move during

precipitate reversion (Fig. 3). Their density is always orders

of magnitude less than in the adjacent solid solution. Analysis

has shown the Burgers vectors to be along the (111).

A high lattice resistance to dislocation motion may be inherent

in the hydride structure. As shown in Fig. 1 hydrogen ordering

causes half of the a/2 (111) slip vectors to no longer be lattice

translation vectors in the B hydride structure. In the hydride

domain shown in Fig. 1, the a/2 iilli and a/2 [111] are lattice

translation vectors while the a/2 [1111 and a/2 [111] are not.

Slip in the latter two directions requires a conservative shear

of a [ill] or a liii] respectively. Since about half of the

a/2 (111> dislocation Burgers vectors “inherited” from the a solid

solution correspond to nonconservative lattice translations, motion

of these dislocations would cause a hydrogen order fault.

The magnitude of the frictional stress on the a/2 [111] or

a/2 [lh] dislocations can be estimated from the hydrogen ordering

energy and the disorder caused by dislocation motion. The hydrogen

ordering energy is estimated to be about 1.6 x lO 21 i,t’n atom
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from the critical temperature for H ordering.’221 This

corresponds to a frictional stress of 90 MPa or W400 and must

be added to any frictional stress increase caused by changes

in atomic bonding on forming the hydride. In addition to the

intrinsic lattice resistance, domain boundaries provide

dislocation barriers since the subset of conservative a/2 (111)

Burgers vectors depends on the subset of tetrahedral sites

occupied by the hydrogen interstitials in each domain .

The effect of limited dislocation mobility on hydride

fracture is expected to be primarily on the amount of plasticity

at elastic singularities such as cracks. Since some of the

slip systems have high lattice frictional stresses and the

domain boundaries act as barriers to the other slip systems,

stresses at crack tips, dislocation pileups, etc., can be less

easily decreased by plastic blunting once hydrogen ordering

occurs. Cleavage fracture can be expected due to this limited

plasticity and is observed in the hydrides.
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Table I

Fracture Surface Energies of ~ (NbH082) Hydride

Single Crystals at 77 K

Cleavage Plane Fracture Surface Energy

(3/rn2)

{llO} 4.59 ± 0.23

(100) 6.21 ± 0.31.

Surface Energies of B.C.C. Metals

Metal Surface Energy (3/rn 2 ) Temperature Reference
(100) (110) Average (K)

W 3.72 3.48 Theory 21
a—Fe 1.31 1.21 Theory 21 -

Ta 2.35 2.69 Theory 23
Mo 3.24 3.61 Theory 23

W~ 
* 

2.83 1770 24

~5—Fe 2.15 1650 25
*Ta 2.68 1770 24
*

Mo 2.05 1770 24

Nb* 2.55 1770 24

*These high temperature values can be used to calculate low
temperature values since the surface entropy of solids is
4 x ~~~ to 1.5 x io—~ 3/m2/K .
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Figure

la Unit cell of the f .c .  orthorhombic ~ phase relative

to the b.c.c. cx phase . kiy drogen atoms are shown to

occupy a subset of tetrahedral sites corresponding to

a single domain. The Nb atoms are not shown .

lb Projection of atom positions on the (110) of the domain

shown in Fig . la. The numbers next to each H position

are the fraction of a (110) that the site is located

above (+) or below C-) the (110). Large open circles

i
t 

are the Nb sites and filled small circles and X’s are

the projections of the H sites.

2 Fracture surfaces of NbH0 82 single crystals tested

at 77 K. The fracture planes are the (a) {llO) and

the (b) ( 100). The arrows indicate the position of V
the spark eroded pre-crack. Electron channeling

patterns made near the notch root are shown in Cc)

and Cd) for the {llO} and {lOO} cleavage planes ,

respectively. 
-

3a Transmission electron rnicrograph of ~ hydride at room

temperature and composition H/Nb = .0.94. The domain

boundaries exhibit fringe patterns.
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3b Transmission electron micrograph of a large ~
hydride undergoing dissolution at 60°C. Dis-

locations are in motion towards the center of the

precipitate. The a solid solution adjacent to the

hydride has a very high dislocation density while

the ~ hydride has a very low dislocation density.
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